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Abstract: The Internet as a whole is a network of numerous computer networks and their vast infrastructure. The network is made up of open websites using search engines such as Google, Firefox, etc. Dark Internet is a part of the Deep Web. It can be reached via TOR. Actors on Dark Web pages are anonymous and secret. Anonymity, anonymity and the probability of non-detection are three considerations offered by special browsers, such as TOR and I2P. In this article, we’re going to analyze and produce findings on the effect of the Dark Web on various realms of society. The number of average anonymous users of the Dark Web (using TOR) in both Kosovo and the world is provided for a period of time. The effect of secret resources websites is seen and the findings are obtained from the search engines of Ahimia and Onion City Dark Web. Anonymity is not absolutely confirmed on the Dark Internet. TOR is committed to it and planned to carry out secret tasks.
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INTRODUCTION

A lot of people believe that the Web and the web are synonyms. In addition, there are two separate definitions with similar elements. The Internet requires numerous networks and their vast infrastructure. (Gehl, 2016) It allows a million computers to be linked by establishing a network on which each device can communicate with other computers as long as it is linked to the Internet. The web (medium) offers access to information. In terms of conceptualization, web content is made up of open web pages via search engines such as Google, Firefox, etc. This material is referred to as the “Internet top”. (Gehl, 2016).

Another component of the Internet is the Deep Web, which applies to a subset with its contents where it is used for various technical purposes [1].

It contains information on private networks and intranets (agencies, institutions, businesses, corporate websites, etc.), web lookup pages or forms searches. Broad Web is also segmented as the Dark Web. Its content is intentionally hidden and cannot be accessed by standard web browsers. The owners of the Dark Web pages are anonymous and secret. (Chen et al., 2008) Apps are accessible on the Dark Web to exchange low-risk and undetected (anonymous) info. Access by users anonymously is important for the Dark Web, and has recently been sponsored by the encryption tunnel for surveillance security. The TOR project was initiated in 2002 by the US Naval Research Laboratory to allow anonymous online communication. Invisible Internet Project (I2P) is another network on the Web with data at its edges that is used for secure communication, information encryption, etc. (Hurlburt, 2017) This guarantees more efficient and reliable networking TOR allows users to channel their traffic via "server machines" in such a manner that traffic is not tracked back to the original users and that their identity is concealed. To transfer data from one layer to another, TOR has built "relays" on computers that hold information via tunnels all around the world. Dark web can be accomplished by means of open and cooperative nodes of other network communities (TOR or I2P). (Harrison et al., 2016) TOR has the name of the program that we run on the device and the data network that controls and supports its connections. This allows users to access websites via virtual tunnels where individuals and organizations can share data through public networks without violating their privacy. (Harrison et al., 2016).

Dark Web is any Internet content that, for a number of purposes, cannot or is not indexed by search engines such as Google [2]. This category also involves dynamic web pages, blocked sites (such as those where you need to respond to CAPTCHA for access), unlinked sites, private sites (such as those needing login access), non-HTML / contextual / scripted material, and limited-access networks. Limited-access networks
cover sites with domain names that have been listed on Domain Name System (DNS) sources and are not regulated by the Internet Organization for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), such as. BIT domains, sites and operate on standard DNS that have non-standard top-level domains, and eventually, darknets. Darknets are internet managed sites that are necessary. Relevant applications such as Tor until it can be downloaded. Most of the collective interest in the Deep Web rests in the practices that take place inside the Darknets.

USES OF DARKWEB

Smart people who buy recreation drugs online will not want to type keywords in a regular browser. He/she would need to go online anonymously using an network that would never direct interested parties to his/her IP address or physical location. Drug sellers, however, do not choose to set up an internet shop where law enforcement can quickly decide, for example, who they are registered the domain or where the IP address of the site resides in the real world. There are also other explanations, aside from buying drugs, that people choose to stay anonymous, or to set up sites that could not be tracked back to a particular location or individual. People who wish to protect their data from government monitoring may need to cover up the dark nets. Whistleblowers, They may want to share huge volumes of insider knowledge with journalists, but they don't want a paper trail. Dissidents in oppressive regimes that require anonymity in order to keep the world aware of what is happening in their region.

But on the other side of the coin, people who want to plot an assassination versus a high-profile target will want a method that is guaranteed to be untraceable. Certain illicit activities, such as the selling of papers such as passports and credit cards, would also include an network that ensures anonymity. The same may be done about people who have leaked sensitive information from other individuals, such as emails and contact numbers.

RELATED WORK

The sharing of arms and the incidence of child pornography was conveniently carried out with the aid of the Dark Web. The delivery of network information with the aid of the TOR network and consumers can conveniently afford an encrypted method anonymity. As a consequence, in order to perform an in-depth analysis, the numerous works of literature allow for the enhancement of study, and hence the TOR routing with the other concepts is given with the aid of the numerous US intelligence systems (Navara & Nelson, 2007) It not only allows the Dark Network mechanism to be used for a legitimate reason, but also for an illegal reason. The privacy of the program, with an adequate review of the network trackers, is conveniently depicted for the purpose of evaluating the data, and study is also continued with the aid of the ISI testing frameworks. The behavior of the literature review is based on a thorough analysis of the different aspects of the Dark Web, which is clarified in an acceptable manner. The work also serves to explain the important aspects of the study carried out by the researcher [3].

In another study by Barnett et al., the function of spiders (defined as software programs that are used to transverse information on the World Wide Web) and the ease of access that can be obtained through the registration process are studied and thus the exact and required information on the various forms can be easily collected. Social network analysis (SNA) is an subject of interest and is being performed for the purpose of obtaining graph-based approaches, making it possible to evaluate the network structure by representing the structure or population power.(Navara & Nelson, 2007) The effect of social connections is commonly represented by the use of social networks, making it easier for real life networks to do so. Specific SNA methods have been developed for the analysis of forum posting and website connections.
The primary focus is on understanding the "remote networks" and their particular characteristics. Detailed coding systems have been developed to identify militant websites and terrorism content [4].

Sentiment and impact analysis allow the detection of violent and extremist sites that present significant threats. Terrorism Informatics is referred to as the use of specialized knowledge processing, research methods and methodologies to store, incorporate, handle and interpret the diversity of intelligence relevant to terrorism for international / national security purposes. The methodology is drawn from fields such as computer science, arithmetic, astronomy, economics, social sciences, etc.

**TECHNIQUES, ATTRIBUTES, ACCESSING AND COMMUNICATION IN THE DARK WEB**

Anonymity in the Dark Web is derived from the Greek word "anonymia" which refers to the hiding of personal identity from others. If we take some activity on the site, our fingerprints are recorded as data on the Internet. If the Internet Protocol address cannot be registered, we may assume that anonymity is assured. The TOR client, via volunteer server networks, pushes Internet traffic all over the world [5].

This makes it easier to hide information from consumers and to prevent the risk of tracking behaviors. Dark Web also has detrimental consequences by encouraging criminals to commit cybercrime and mask their traces. T is perceived to be an effective medium for governments to share classified information, for journalists to circumvent censorship, and for activists to "hide" from repressive regimes. Onion technology1 facilitates secure communication across a network of computers. Messages are sent encrypted (using asymmetric encryption) and distributed to each of the network nodes.(Jonason et al., 2014). In this section, we have some cases of usage relevant to the information obtained and extracted from our program. The first study of the data gathered over the last 2 years addresses the language distribution of all current Deep Web sites.

Language identification is done using two separate methods: a Python module called guess language, which uses a trigram-based algorithm and operates offline. (a); (b) Google Translation. Specific findings are compared in order to address the shortcomings of each system: for example, Google Translate has no idea of "hidden language" (for example, where there is no data on a page), but instead resorts to English in case of uncertainty, causing a major bias in the data. The following table shows the importance of the language by percentage [6] Domains containing pages in that language. In computing statistics, we filtered pages smaller than 1 kb (because they would not have enough data for accurate detection) and all pages marked as "unknown"

The products and services that we find on the Deep Web really well reflect the kinds of purchases that people want to get if their privacy is assured. The lack of proper identification poses a high danger, but it also offers an ambiguous sense of protection that allows them the ability to sell largely illicit goods and services. Often, unlike in the clandestine cybercrime, Some of the things we've seen on the Deep Web had more serious impact on the "real world." We cannot promise the validity of the goods and services listed here, except because the pages selling them do exist [7]. We have not been able to cover all the goods and services available, but we have included some of the main categories that will give us a better picture of the nation.

**ONLINE PRIVACY IN THE DARK WEB**

Used to allow private, anonymous and secure communications and activities for specific purposes. Within the following, some examples are provided that they relate to the elements listed above: Anti-censorship and political activities. To prevent censorship and to access other destinations or materials that are blocked
in one way or another, TOR finds this to be an effective method. It allows people to access information that could be inaccessible in other areas of the world. To avoid this, some governments have developed regulations to use the TOR or to restrict access to the TOR for limited time periods. (Jonason et al., 2014)

Sensitive communications: When individuals choose to view confidential information for personal or business reasons in chat rooms or forums, this is allowed by TOR. It is intended to shield children online (i.e. Internet browsing) from violence (i.e. secret IP addresses of their devices). This device can be used by companies to shield their ventures and to fence spies away from them (Jonason et al., 2014). TOR may be used by journalists to connect anonymously with whistleblowers and dissidents. Individuals have the ability to connect and exchange confidential information with TOR outlets, e.g. the Strongbox in New York. Edward Snowden used Tail (an encryption operating system) which is running in TOR. Reported and reported to journalists for the release of secret information. Leaked information: When individuals choose to view confidential information for personal or business reasons in chat rooms or forums, this is allowed by TOR. It is intended to shield children online (i.e. Internet browsing) from violence (i.e. secret IP addresses of their devices). This device can be used by companies to shield their ventures and to fence spies away from them. (Jonason et al., 2014)

**DARK WEB IN THE GOVERNMENT, MILITARY AND INTELLIGENCE**

Thanks to the anonymity of Tor and other applications such as I2P, the Dark Web can be a platform for sinister online actors. Nonetheless, as noted, there are a variety of ways in which the research and use of the Dark Web can have benefits. This refers not only to individuals and companies wanting personal anonymity, but also to other government sectors — namely law enforcement, military, etc. Anonymity on the Dark Web can be used to protect enemies from military command and field control systems for detection and hacking. The military can use the Dark Web to research the world in which it operates, as well as to uncover activities that pose an operational risk to the military. For example, evidence shows that the Islamic State (IS) and the associated groups are trying to make use of it. The Department of Defense (DOD) will track these operations in its war against the IS and use a range of strategies to thwart terrorist plots. TOR tools may be used by the military to perform secret or covert computer network activities, such as a website launch or denial of service attack, or to capture and obstruct enemy communications. (Nilsson et al., 2019)

**SECURITY ISSUES**

**Virus**

A Virus is a program that is loaded to your machine without your knowledge and runs against your wishes. They are computer programs that bind themselves to or corrupt the machine or files which appear to circulate to other machines on the network by clicking on them, by fax, by mobile devices, etc. They interrupt the operation of the machine and affect the data stored either by changing it or by deleting it entirely. Definition of viruses: (1) Melissa, (2) Sasser, (3) Zeus, (4) Conficker, (5) Stuxnet, (6) Mydoom, (7) Red Code.

**Worms**

Worms, unlike viruses, do not require a host to cling to. They're only replicating until they've used up all the resources left on the machine. The word "worm" is often used to mean "self-replicating" malware (MALicious softWARE). It has some free memory of drives or other computers. Example of heat: (1) Badtrans, (2) Bagle, (3) Gun, (4) ExploreZip, (5) Kak worm, (6) Netsky, (7) SQL Slamme
Hacker

A rising hacker is a person who breaks into computers, usually by obtaining access to administrative controls.

White hat hacker

A white hat hacker is an information security expert who hacks into secure systems and networks to check and determine their protection. White hat hackers use their expertise to boost security by revealing bugs to malicious hackers (known as black hat hackers) who can identify and manipulate them. While the methods used are similar, if not equivalent, to those used, malicious hackers, white hat hackers, have permission to recruit them against the company that recruited them.

Grey Hat Hacker

The word "white hat" or "blue hat" applies to a computer hacker or information security specialist who can often break the law or traditional ethical norms, but who has no criminal intent characteristic of a black hat hacker.

Black Hat Hacker

A black hat hacker is a person with advanced computer skills whose aim is to break or circumvent Internet security. Black hat hackers are also known as crackers or dark-sided hackers. The general opinion is that while hackers are constructing stuff, crackers are smashing things.

CONCLUSION

Dark Web networks such as TOR have created a wide variety of ways for criminal individuals to trade legitimate and illicit "goods" anonymously. Dark Web is a growing commodity, especially in the field of illegal resources and activities. Protection processes should be proactive in resolving these problems and taking steps to remove them. This paper explores the effect of the Dark Web, the secrecy and confidentiality of the Dark Web, and the findings show anonymous users daily the amount of this Internet section for the Kosovo area as well as the world as a whole, and the effect of secret resources websites on the Dark Web.
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